SHIPPING OPTIONS
Transit times listed represent the length of time it takes for your order to arrive at your door once it has left our facility.
Please allow 2 days for your order to be processed and prepared for shipping.

CANADA

STANDARD - 4-8 DAYS**

EXPEDITED - 3-4 DAYS**

Jewelry Bar Order - Consolidated
(cost per customer)

$4.50 /Order*

$5.50

*Only applicable for Qualified Jewellery Bars. A Qualified Jewellery Bar has at least 4 Retail
Orders totaling $250.00 or more, all being shipped together. Hostess Orders that are
“Rewards Only” do not count towards a Qualified Jewelry Bar. Jewellery Bar Orders that
do not meet the criteria above will be shipped via Order-Direct to Consumer shipping rates.

Jewelry Bar Order - Non Consolidated
Orders
Wholesale Designer Orders
Retail Orders

Up to $160 = $10.95
$160 and over = Free

Up to $130 = $17.95
$130.01 and over = $18.95

Business Supply Orders

Up to $130 = $17.95
$130.01 and over = $24.95

Up to $130 = $30.95
$130.01 and over = $40.95

Business Kit

Up to $200 = $19.95
$200.01 and over = $30.95

**Orders are processed and shipped Monday through Friday (Does not include holidays). Carrier transit times do not include weekends or holidays.
Processing and shipping times are estimates and cannot be guaranteed.		
			
Shipping Rates are subject to change without notice.		
			
We ship via the best carrier available. Origami Owl shall not be held responsible for any delay in shipment that is caused in whole or in part by circumstances beyond our control.

SHIPPING OPTIONS
Transit times listed represent the length of time it takes for your order to arrive at your door once it has left our facility.
Please allow 2 days for your order to be processed and prepared for shipping.

APO/FPO/PO BOX
Jewelry Bar Order - Consolidated
(cost per customer)

STANDARD - 2-7 DAYS
$4 /Order*
*Only applicable when 4 or more Jewerly Bar customer and Hostless retail orders are being
shipped together. Hostless orders that are “rewards only” do not count towards a party
qualification. Otherwise, Jewerly Bar Order- Direct to Consumer shipping rates apply.

2 DAYS

OVERNIGHT - NEXT DAY

N/A

N/A

Jewelry Bar Order - Direct to Consumer
Wholesale Designer Orders
Retail Orders

Up to $125 = $5.95
$125 and over = Free

N/A

N/A

Business Supply Orders

Up to $100 = $9.95
$100.01 and over = $11.95

N/A

N/A

+ Shipping Rates subject to change without notice.
+ Business Days: Monday through Friday (does not include weekends or holidays). Processing and shipping timelines are estimates and cannot be guaranteed.
+ Delivery - We ship through FedEx or the best carrier available. Origami Owl shall not be held responsible for any delay in shipment that is caused in whole or in part by circumstances beyond our control.		
			

SHIPPING OPTIONS
Transit times listed represent the length of time it takes for your order to arrive at your door once it has left our facility.
Please allow 2 days for your order to be processed and prepared for shipping.
CONTINENTAL 48 STATES
Jewelry Bar Order - Consolidated
(cost per customer)

STANDARD - 2-7 DAYS

2 DAYS

OVERNIGHT - NEXT DAY

$4 /Order*

N/A

N/A

*Only applicable when 4 or more Jewerly Bar customer and Hostless retail orders are being
shipped together. Hostless orders that are “rewards only” do not count towards a party
qualification. Otherwise, Jewerly Bar Order- Direct to Consumer shipping rates apply.

Jewelry Bar Order - Direct to Consumer
Wholesale Designer Orders
Retail Orders

Up to $125 = $5.95
$125 and over = Free

Up to $100 = $12.95
$100.01 and over = $14.95

Up to $100 = $22.95
$100.01 and over = $24.95

Business Supply Orders

Up to $100 = $9.95
$100.01 and over = $11.95

Up to $100 = $16.95
$100.01 and over = $18.95

Up to $100 = $26.95
$100.01 and over = $28.95

ALASKA/HAWAII

STANDARD - 2-7 DAYS

2 DAYS

OVERNIGHT - NEXT DAY

$5.95 /Order*

N/A

N/A

Jewelry Bar Order - Consolidated
(cost per customer)

*Only applicable when 4 or more Jewerly Bar customer and Hostless retail orders are being
shipped together. Hostless orders that are “rewards only” do not count towards a party
qualification. Otherwise, Jewerly Bar Order- Direct to Consumer shipping rates apply.

Jewelry Bar Order - Direct to Consumer
Wholesale Designer Orders
Retail Orders

Up to $125 = $5.95
$125 and over = Free

Up to $100 = $17.95
$100.01 and over = $19.95

Up to $100 = $27.95
$100.01 and over = $29.95

Business Supply Orders

Up to $100 = $11.95
$100.01 and over = $13.95

Up to $100 = $21.95
$100.01 and over = $23.95

Up to $100 = $31.95
$100.01 and over = $33.95

+ Shipping Rates subject to change without notice.
+ Business Days: Monday through Friday (does not include weekends or holidays). Processing and shipping timelines are estimates and cannot be guaranteed.
+ Delivery - We ship through FedEx or the best carrier available. Origami Owl shall not be held responsible for any delay in shipment that is caused in whole or in part by circumstances beyond our control.		
			

